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We address the important practical problem of selecting covariates in mixed
linear models when the covariance structure is known from the data collection pro-
cess and there are a possibly large number of covariates available. In particular, we
consider procedures which can be considered extensions of the analysis of deviance
to mixed linear models. This approach provides an alternative to likelihood ratio
test methodology which can be applied in the case that the components of variance
are estimated by restricted maximum likelihood (REML), thus resolving the open
question of how to proceed in this context. Moreover, it is simple to robustify and
allows us to consider a wider class of procedures than those which fit into the sim-
ple likelihood ratio test framework. The key insights are that the deviance should
be specified by the procedure used to estimate the fixed effects and that the
estimated covariance matrix should be held fixed across different models for the
fixed effects.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Introduction
The question of which variables to include in a statistical model is basic
to much applied statistics. In this paper, we address the problem of
covariate selection in mixed linear models. We adopt the viewpoint that the
covariance structure is known from the data collection process and that
there are a possibly large number of covariates available. The problem is
to select a useful set of covariates to provide a parsimonious representation
for the mean given the covariance structure.
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Consider the general mixed-effects linear model of the form
y=X:+ :
c&1
i=1
Zi;i+=, (1.1)
where y is an n-vector of observations; X and Zi are known n_q and n_pi
design matrices respectively; : is a q-vector of unknown fixed effects; the ;i
are pi-vectors of unobserved random effects, 1ic&1; and = is an n-vec-
tor of unobserved errors. The pi levels of each random effect ;i are assumed
to be independent with mean zero and variance _2i ; each random error is
assumed to be independent with mean zero and variance _2c ; and
;1 , ..., ;c&1 and = are assumed to be independent. Thus
Ey=X:
and
Var( y)=V=_2c In+ :
c&1
i=1
_2i ZiZ$i .
We will assume for simplicity that we have adopted a parameterisation in
which all the t=q+c unknown parameters {=(:$, %$)=(:$, _21 , ..., _
2
c)$ are
identifiable.
The problem of screening covariates in a regression model (c=1) has
attracted considerable attention; see Atkinson [2] for a useful summary.
The general approach is to define a measure of discrepancy D between a
model and the data and then explore how changes in the model affect this
measure. Akaike [1], Mallows [22] and Stone [39] suggested modifying
D to D+anq_^2c , where an is a deterministic sequence and _^
2
c is an estimate
of _2c , to incorporate an explicit penalty for increasing the number of
covariates and then examining models which minimise D+anq_^2c . Alter-
natively, we can accept a sequence of changes to a model which produce
non-significant changes in D at say the 50 level. Effectively, at each step,
we test the hypothesis that some covariates can be excluded using the
change in discrepancy 2D as a test statistic. After permuting the columns
of X if necessary, the null hypothesis at each step can be expressed equiv-
alently as the first s1 components of : equal zero, i.e.
H0 : H$:::=0,
where the s_q matrix H$::=(Is : 0), Is is an s_s identity matrix and sq.
Given the distribution of 2D under H0 and an algorithm for determining
the sequence of models to examine, this screening procedure is straight-
forward to implement.
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The most widely used measure of discrepancy for the regression model
is the residual sum of squares or deviance
D(:)= :
n
i=1
( yi&x$i :)2.
If :^F minimises D(:) and :^R minimises D(:) under H0 , the (scaled) change
in deviance
2D=[D(:^R)&D(:^F)]D(:^F)
provides a suitable test statistic for testing H0 . This is the familiar F
statistic: under H0 and the additional assumption that the errors are nor-
mally distributed, 2D has a [s(n&q)] F(s, n&q) distribution. In large
samples, n2D has a /2s distribution under the null hypothesis. This proce-
dure is called both the analysis of variance and the analysis of deviance but
in the context of the general mixed model (1.1) the latter terminology
seems more appropriate. If the errors are normally distributed, the log-
likelihood for the regression model is
*({)=(&12) :
n
i=1
[(( yi&x$i:)_)2+log (_2)].
Let {^F be the estimate of the vector of parameters { that maximises the
value of *({), and let *({^F) be that maximum value of *. Similarly let {^R be
the parameter estimate and *({^R) be the maximum value of * subject to the
restrictions of the null hypothesis H0 : H$:::=0. Then an alternative test
statistic to 2D is the log-likelihood ratio test statistic
2 log (LR)=2[*({^F)&*({^R)]=n log [D(:^R)D(:^F)]rn2D.
The (scaled) change of deviance is the first term in the expansion of this
statistic so they both have the same asymptotic distribution, namely a /2s
distribution under the null hypothesis. Alternatively, writing *({)=*(:, %),
we have
2[*(:^F , % F)&*(:^R , % F)]=2D.
These relationships suggest that deviances in more complex situations be
derived from the log-likelihood ratio, an approach that has been strikingly
successful for generalised linear models (McCullagh and Nelder [23,
p. 33 ff]).
The asymptotic distribution of the log-likelihood ratio statistic when the
model holds was obtained by Wilks [43]. More recently, attention has
focused on the problem where the distribution of the data is not necessarily
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the same as that assumed in constructing the likelihood. Schrader and
McKean [33] and Schrader and Hettmansperger [32] discussed change of
deviance and likelihood ratio tests for the regression model in this context.
They showed that for a class of deviances and likelihoods, when the scale is
known, both test statistics have asymptotic /2s distributions under H0 even
when the model does not hold. In general, however, Foutz and Srivastava
[7], Kent [19], Ronchetti [30] and Heritier and Ronchetti [13] showed
that for independent and identically distributed observations the log-
likelihood ratio is distributed as a sum of s independent /21 random variables
when the model is not necessarily correct. Kent and Ronchetti showed
further that the log-likelihood ratio is equivalent to the Wald and score tests
and suggested variations on these last two statistics that have simple /2s dis-
tributions under H0 . Jones [18] extended these results to include dependent
data where the dependence is a linear type arising from time series rather than
the spatial-type dependence associated with designed experiments.
The results of Foutz and Srivastava [7], Kent [19], Ronchetti [30] and
Heritier and Ronchetti [13] suggest that the asymptotic distribution of test
statistics is fundamentally that of a linear combination of s independent /21
random variables and that only in certain special cases (such as when the
model holds) this reduces to a simple /2s distribution. Kent [19] argued
that we should require tests to have an asymptotic /2 distribution under H0
both when the model holds and when it does not. We find the arguments
for such a requirement unconvincing. Firstly, the /2s distribution is a special
case of the distribution of s independent /21 random variables. The general
viewpoint imposes no conceptual difficulties and no practical difficulty
either because simple approximations (described in Section 2) to the dis-
tribution of a finite linear combination of independent /21 random variables
make this distribution only marginally more difficult to use than a simple
/2 distribution and with modern computing facilities this difference is
unimportant. Secondly, the kind of robustness implied by requiring tests to
have the same null distribution under the model and when the model does
not hold allows the incorporation of tests which are demonstrably non-
robust in other important ways. Similarly, useful tests may be unnecessarily
excluded so the criterion is too restrictive. Since we view the change in
criterion function as natural for this kind of semi-formal testing used in
covariate screening, we will simply deal with the more general null distribu-
tion if and when it arises.
In the case of the general mixed-effects model (1.1) with c>1, if we
assume that the random effects ;i and the errors = are all normally dis-
tributed, it follows that the observations y are also normally distributed so
the log-likelihood is
*({)=(&12)[log |V|+( y&X:)$ V &1( y&X:)].
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The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters : and % of (1.1)
satisfy the estimating equations
0=X$V&1( y&X:) (1.2)
0=( y&X:)$ V&1ZiZ$iV&1( y&X:)&tr[V&1ZiZ$i]. (1.3)
However these estimates of the variance components % are known to be
badly biased in small samples; see for example Swallow and Monahan
[40]. To overcome this bias problem, Patterson and Thompson [25, 26]
introduced the method of restricted maximum likelihood (REML) which
involves maximising the likelihood of independent contrasts of the data
rather than the data itself. The use of data contrasts results in a profile
likelihood from which : has been concentrated out. The particular choice
of contrasts is unimportant as the likelihood always differs from
*R(%)=(&12)[log |V|+log |X$V&1X|
+y$[V&1&V&1X(X$V&1X) X$V&1] y]
by at most an additive constant (Harville [11]). The REML estimator of
% is obtained by maximising *R(%), and this estimator satisfies the estimat-
ing equation
0=( y&X:^$) V&1ZiZ$iV &1( y&X:^)&tr[PZiZ$] (1.4)
where :^=(X$V &1X)&1 X$V&1y and P=V&1&V &1X(X$V&1X)&1 X$V&1.
Given an estimate V of V, an estimate of the fixed effect parameter : can
be obtained by solving the following equation for ::
X$V &1( y&X:)=0. (1.5)
Maximisation of *(%) and *R(%) is discussed by Harville [12]. The
asymptotic distribution of the maximum likelihood estimator of { assuming
that the model holds has been obtained by Hartley and Rao [10] and
Miller [24]. The asymptotic distribution of the REML estimator of % has
been obtained only recently by Cressie and Lahiri [5], although a result
for the simple two component model without fixed effects was obtained by
Westfall [41] without requiring the model to hold. A general result of this
type has recently been obtained by Richardson and Welsh [28]. Other
methods for fitting the mixed effects model (1.1) are discussed by Searle
[34, 35] and Rao and Kleffe [27].
Even if we are prepared to assume that the model holds, little is known
about how to screen covariates, particularly when REML is used to
estimate %. The hypothesis of interest can be taken to be of the form
H0 : H${=0,
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where the s_(q+c) matrix H$=(Is : 0), Is is a s_s identity matrix and
sq. Since we are only interested in testing hypotheses about the fixed
effects, at least the last c columns of H$ are always identically zero.
It is useful to explore a range of different approaches to covariate selec-
tion, and one advantage of the present approach is its connection to the
analysis of deviance which is a familiar covariate selection methodology to
practitioners. Giesbrecht and Burns [8] suggested using the fact that, when
V is known,
Var((Is : 0) :^)=(Is : 0)(X$V &1X)&1 (Is : 0)$
to construct approximate standard errors and then t-ratios to test H0 .
They suggested further approximating the distribution of these ratios under
the null hypothesis by Student’s t distribution with degrees of freedom
determined by Satterthwaite’s [31] method. This approach is not entirely
satisfactory when s>1 so Blouin and Saxton [3] suggested using a Wald-
type statistic to test H0 . They suggested approximating the distribution of
this statistic under the null hypothesis by an F distribution, although the
results of Kent [19] and Ronchetti [30] make it unclear whether these
results hold when normality does not. In any case, in the absence of
theoretical justification, these results should be treated with caution.
A Wald statistic with an approximate /2s distribution is now imple-
mented in Genstat 5 Release 3.1 (Buist and Engel [4]) and is widely used
in practice despite the fact that until the work of Cressie and Lahiri [5]
and Richardson and Welsh [28] there was no theoretical basis for its use.
Other test statistics could also be considered: for example, the score
statistic, which is a better approximation to a /2 variable than the Wald
statistic because it is closer to being a sum of squared independent normal
random variables.
If {^F maximises * and {^R maximises * under H0 , we can use the log-
likelihood ratio
2 log (LR)=2[*({^F)&*({^R)]
as a test statistic for H0 . If we use REML to estimate %, it is more difficult
to define a log-likelihood ratio statistic because *R does not depend on :
and so cannot be used to test H0 . An obvious alternative is to observe that
*R(%)=(&12) log |V|&(12) log |X$V &1X|&(12)( y&X:^)$ V&1( y&X:^),
where :^=(X$V&1X)&1 X$V&1y, and then use the unconcentrated version
*R({)=(&12) log |V|&(12) log |X$V &1X|&(12)( y&X:)$ V &1( y&X:)
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in the statistic
2 log (LR)=2[*R({^F)&*R({^R)].
However, this statistic cannot be used as a test statistic because it is not
scale invariant. If X consists of columns of zeroes and ones, then the
likelihood ratio based on ky for any constant k differs from that based on
y by 2s log (k). This means that 2 log (LR) can even be negative! Harville
[11] adds log |X$X| to *R({) but this term does not eliminate the scale
invariance, because log |X$X| does not depend on y and so does not affect
the calculation of the likelihood ratio based on ky. Direct use of the ‘‘log-
likelihood ratio’’ is therefore not possible when the model has been fitted
by REML.
In Genstat 5 Release 3.1 a restricted log-likelihood ratio test is defined
by taking twice the difference of the following log-likelihoods.
Log-likelihood under the full model:
(&12)[( y&X:^F)$ V &1F ( y&X:^F)+log |V F |+log |X$V
&1
F X|
+(n&q) log (2?)&log |X$X|].
Log-likelihood under H0 :
(&12)[( y&X:^R)$ V &1R ( y&X:^R)+log |V R |+log |X$V
&1
R X|
+(n&q) log (2?)&log |X$X|].
The statistic is scale invariant. However, because the estimating equations
for % from these two likelihoods are different, the variance components
must be re-estimated for each sub-model. This fact is not made clear in
Genstat [9, p. 566], but is discussed more fully in Welham and Thompson
[41].
In the rest of this paper we investigate an alternative approach using an
analysis of deviance when the mixed model has been fitted by REML. We
start in Section 2 by defining a general class of deviances and deriving their
asymptotic distribution under the null hypothesis but without assuming
that the model holds. This enable us to construct tests for which at least
the levels of the test are asymptotically correct when the model does not
hold exactly (‘‘robustness of validity’’) and ensures that we can use the
REML estimates of % in our deviance statistic. However, if the random
effects andor errors in the model have long-tailed distributions, robustness
of validity does not on its own make a useful procedure since it may be
very inefficient. Our general framework allows us to explore procedures
which enjoy both robustness of validity and robustness of efficiency. In
Section 3 we compare the flexibility of the log-likelihood ratio and change
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of deviance in different situations. Specialising these results to the regres-
sion model in Section 4 serves to clarify their somewhat confusing rela-
tionship to the general results of Foutz and Srivastava [7], Kent [19],
Ronchetti [30] and Jones [18]. We discuss the application of our results
to the general mixed model in Section 5 and in Section 6 we present an
example along with the results of a brief simulation study to indicate the
applicability of the results in small samples.
2. The Distribution of the Change in Deviance
The n observations y on identifiable linear models involving more than
one variance component cannot be independent, but if the random effects
are nested, independent subvectors of observations can always be found.
Following Westfall [41] and Richardson and Welsh [28], we will assume
that the model is nested in the sense that
(i) the n_pi matrices Zi are block diagonal with exactly one 1 and
pi&1 zeroes in each row and no column containing all zeroes
(ii) pi<pi+1 for i<c
(iii) every column in Zi is the sum of some columns in Zi+1 for all
i<c.
The third condition ensures that there is no block of ones in Zi+1 which
extends over more than a single block in Zi , i<c. For this kind of model,
we can partition the observations y into g mj -vectors yj so that V is block
diagonal with g mj_mj blocks Vj . If X is partitioned conformably, the g
variables yj&Xj : are independent with mean zero and variance Vj . If the
random effects are balanced, mj #m and these sub-vectors are also identi-
cally distributed but not otherwise. In the regression case, m=1. We allow
the fixed effects to contain general covariates and so do not insist that X
also has a hierarchical structure.
We will derive asymptotic results for the sequence of models in which
g   in such a way as to preserve the nested structure of the random
effects in the model. That is, [mg] is a sequence of positive integers and
pi   as g   such that
(i) pi gj=1 mj  ai for 1ic&1, where 0<a1<a2< } } } <ac=1
and
(ii) if z(i, k) denotes the kth column of Zi , there is a constant M such
that z(i, k)$ z(i, k)M for all n, 1jpi and 1ic&1.
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The first condition determines the rate at which the pi   and the last
requires that the number of non-zero entries in the kth columns of Zi is
bounded which means that new groups of observations contribute to new
columns of Zi rather than continuously adding rows, which is essential if
the block diagonal structure is to be preserved. Note that min(mj)
g&1nmax(mj) so n and g are of the same order of magnitude. Moreover
(ii) implies that tr[Z$i Zi]<pi M.
When the observations y can be arranged into independent groups of
observations y1 , ..., yg , we can define a general class of change of deviance
statistics of the form
2D= :
g
j=1
4j ( yj , :^F , % F)& :
g
j=1
4j ( yj , :^R , % F),
where 4j maps Rmj+t to R, 1jg; :^F and :^R are estimators of : without
restriction and under H0 respectively; and % F is an estimator of %. It is
possible to take % F to be either an unrestricted estimator of % or an
estimator under H0 but the former seems more natural and provides a
better analogy to the regression case. The functions 4j depend on j because
the vectors yj can be of different lengths but are typically of similar form
otherwise. For comparison, the log-likelihood ratio statistic is of the form
2 log (LR)=2 _ :
g
j=1
4j ( yj , {^F)& :
g
j=1
4j ( yj , {^R)&
where {^F=(:^F , % F) and {^R=(:^R , % R), though the 4j need (and often will)
not be the same as those in the change of deviance statistic.
For theoretical development, suppose that there exists a q-vector of func-
tions ’: which can be written as the sum of independent groups of observa-
tions n&12  gj=1 ’j: . The vector ’:=n
&12  gj=1 ’j: behaves like a set of
estimating equations in that we shall also suppose that there is a t-vector
{0 which satisfies
n&12 :
g
j=1
E’j:({0)=o(1)
and which can be estimated consistently i.e. n&12 |{^&{0 |=Op(1). Then if
H$=(H$:: : 0) so that H$:: cosists of the first q columns of H$ (i.e.
H$::=(Is : 0)), we will require that :^F and :^R satisfy
n&12(:^F&:^R)=Q::H$::G&1:: ’:+op(1) (2.1)
where Q::=G&1:: H::(H$:: G
&1
:: H::)
&1 and G:: is a non-singular matrix that
we need not specify more precisely at this stage. Under suitable regularity
conditions the vector ’: is asymptotically normally distributed with mean
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zero and covariance matrix T::=n&1  gj=1 E’j:({0) ’j:({0)$. It follows
that G&1:: ’: is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and
covariance matrix G&1:: T::G
&1
:: and, if we partition G
&1
:: ’: so that
[G&1:: ’:]1 denotes the first s elements of G
&1
:: ’: , then [G
&1
:: ’:]1 is
asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero and covariance matrix
[G&1:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 , where [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 denotes the top left s_s sub-
matrix of G&1:: T::G
&1
:: .
We now specify how the estimators of : and % should be related to the
test statistic, because of course they cannot be completely arbitrary. For the
analysis of deviance statistic, write 9j:({)=4j ({): and 9$j:({)=
24j:({): :$. Then we require the following conditions which we denote
(D):
(i) n&12  gj=1 9j:({^F)=op(1)
(ii) n&1  gj=1 E9$j:({0) V 9$j:({0) is bounded where V denotes the
Hadamard product
(iii) 9$j:({) is continuous at {={0 uniformly in y and j and
(iv) n&1  gj=1 E9$j:({0)  B:: .
The first of these conditions specifies the relationship between the
estimators of : and % and our deviance. It is typically ensured by choosing
: to minimise  gj=1 4j (:, % F) however % F is obtained.
In the following theorem we give the asymptotic distribution of the
change of deviance statistic.
Theorem 1. Suppose that conditions (D) hold. Then the distribution of the
change of deviance, 2 2D, is the same as si=1 wiUi , where Ui are independent
/21 random variables, 1is, and wi are the eigenvalues of the matrix
C&1:: [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 , where C
&1
:: =(G
11
::)
&1 [G&1:: B::G
&1
:: ]11 (G
11
::)
&1.
Proof. Under the above conditions, we can expand the 2D in a Taylor
expansion so that for some |{ &{^R ||{^F& {^R |,
2 2D=2 _ :
g
j=1
4j (:^F , % F)& :
g
j=1
4j (:^R , % F)&
=2(:^F&:^R)$ :
g
j=1
9j:({^F)&(:^F&:^R)$ :
g
j=1
9$j:({ )(:^F&:^R)
=n(:^F&:^R)$ B::(:^F&:^R)+op(1).
Substituting (2.1) for :^F&:^R , we have
2 2D=’$: G&1:: H::Q$::B::Q::H$::G
&1
:: ’:+op(1)
=(H$::G&1:: ’:)$ Q$::B::Q::(H$::G
&1
:: ’:)+op(1)
=[G&1:: ’:]$1 C
&1
:: [G
&1
:: ’:]1+op(1)
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where C &1:: =Q$::B::Q::=(G
11
::)
&1 [G&1:: B::G
&1
:: ]11 (G
11
::)
&1. Using the
result of Johnson and Kotz [17, p. 150], we have that
2 2Dt :
s
i=1
wiUi
where Ui are independent /21 random variables, 1is, and wi are the
eigenvalues of the matrix C &1:: [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 .
The following corollary to Theorem 1 gives the asymptotic distribution
of the log-likelihood ratio.
Corollary. The log-likelihood ratio test statistic, 2 log (LR), has the
same distribution as si=1 wiUi , where Ui are independent /
2
1 random variables,
1is, and wi are the eigenvalues of the matrix C&1[G&1TG&1]11 .
Proof. If we make the conditions apply to the entire vector { rather
than just its first q components :, so that in particular
n12({^F&{^R)=QH$G&1’+op(1) (2.2)
where Q=G&1H(H$G&1H)&1, G is a non-singular matrix and ’=
n&12  gj=1 ’j ({0) is asymptotically normally distributed with mean zero
and covariance matrix
T=n&1 :
g
j=1
E’j ({0) ’j ({0)$,
essentially the same argument shows that
2 log (LR)t :
s
i=1
wiUi
where Ui are independent /21 random variables, 1is, and wi are
the eigenvalues of the matrix C&1[G&1TG&1]11 . Here C&1=
(G11)&1 [G&1BG&1]11 (G11)&1 and B is the limit of &n&1  gj=1 E9$j ({0)
as g  . This concludes the proof of the corollary.
The asymptotic distribution of 2 2D under H0 reduces to a constant
multiple of a /2s distribution if the eigenvalues w1 , ..., ws of
C&1:: [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 are all equal. That is, if and only if the matrix
C&1:: [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 is a scalar multiple of an idempotent matrix. In
particular, if B::=G::=wT:: , then
C&1:: [G
&1
:: T::G
&1
:: ]11=w
&1Is ,
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and 2w 2D will have a /2s distribution under H0 . The analogous condition
for the log-likelihood ratio test with G=B is B=wT.
For the general case, Wood [44] showed that the distribution of
si=1 wiUi can be approximated by an F distribution, with (m, n) degrees
of freedom, where
m=4k1(k3 k1+k21 k2&k
2
2)(4k
2
2k1+k3(k2&k
2
1))
and
n=6+4k2(k2+k21)(k3k1&2k
2
2)
with k1= wi , k2=2  w2i and k3=8  w
3
i . If k3k1&2k
2
2=0, we can
use a Gamma(k21 k2 , k1 k2) approximation, which is k2 2k1 times the
Gamma(k21 k2 , 12) distribution i.e. the same as the /
2
2k21k2
distribution. (If
the eigenvalues are equal to w&1, this becomes exactly w&1/2s .) Finally, if
4k22k1+k3(k2&k
2
1)0, we can use an Inverse Gamma(2+k
2
1 k2 ,
k1(k21+k2)k2) distribution. Heritier and Ronchetti [13] raised the
possibility of replacing the weights by their average, mainly so that the dis-
tribution of the weighted test statistic is still approximately /2s . The quality
of the approximation is uncertain, and an approximation such as Wood’s,
making use of three moments of the weights rather than just one, seems
preferable.
3. A Comparison of the Log-Likelihood Ratio
and the Change of Deviance
While for the log-likelihood ratio statistic we take ’j=9j , this is neither
always possible nor desirable for the change of deviance statistic. Suppose
that given an estimator % of %, we obtain an unrestricted estimator :^F of :
by solving the system of equations
:
g
j=1
9j:(:^F , % )=0.
Under conditions (D), we can expand these equations to obtain
n12(:^F&:0)=n&12B&1:: :
g
j=1
9j:({0)&B&1:: B:% (% &%0)+op(1).
Under H0 , the method of Lagrange multipliers produces the expanded set
of equations
0= :
g
j=1
9j:(:^R , % )&nH::*
0=nH$:: :^R
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which we solve for :^R . In this case,
n12(:^R&:0)=n&12P&1:: :
g
j=1
9j:({0)&P&1:: B:% (% &%0)+op(1)
where P&1:: =B
&1
:: &B
&1
:: H::(H$::B
&1
:: H::)
&1 H$::B&1:: , see for example
Silvey [38, p. 81]. It follows that
n12(:^F&:^R)=[B&1:: &P
&1
:: ] {n&12 :
g
j=1
9j:({0)&B:% (% &%0)=+op(1).
If we can represent % &%0 as an average of independent random vectors,
then the estimators satisfy the condition (2.1) but only if B:%=0 can we
take ’j:=9j: . For representations of this type for the maximum likelihood
and REML estimators, see Richardson and Welsh [28].
The flexibility gained by allowing ’j:({) to differ from 9j:({)=4j ({):
is the basis for an important advantage of the change of deviance statistic
over the log-likelihood ratio statistic. Suppose that we actually estimate %0
simultaneously with :^F . That is, we estimate {^F=(:^F , % F) by solving
:
g
j=1
9j (:^F , % F)=0.
Under condition (D), we can write
n12({^F&{0)=n&12B&1 :
g
j=1
9j ({0)+op(1).
(Introducing Lagrange multipliers and proceeding as above, we can easily
show that (2.2) holds.) It follows that
n12(% F&%0)=n&12B:% :
g
j=1
9j:({0)+n&1B%% :
g
j=1
9j% ({0)+op(1)
so that (2.1) holds with ’j:({)=B::B::9j:({)&B:%B%%9j% ({). For robust-
ness (in the bounded influence sense), we require ’j:({) or equivalently
9j:({) to be bounded in y. For the log-likelihood ratio statistic in which
9j ({)=4j ({){, this holds when 9j:({) is bounded in y provided %0 is
known but, because of the form of 9j% ({), only holds when | y| 9j:({) is
bounded in y when %0 is unknown. That is, as Kent and Tyler [20]
pointed out, when 9j:({) is a redescending function of y. Since the choice
of 4j is within our purview, this simply means that we have to restrict the
class of 4j we consider. However, this restriction is not required for the
analysis of deviance statistic because we can simply choose 9j:({)=
4j ({): and 9j% ({) to be bounded in y and 9j% ({) need bear no relation
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to 4j ({). This is precisely why Huber’s Proposal 2 (Huber [15, p. 179]) or
the use of the median absolute deviation for the median (MAD) are suc-
cessful in the robust regression analysis of deviance. Our extension of this
approach to the general mixed model is motivated by this flexibility.
4. The Regression Model
The linear regression model is a special case of (1.1) with c=1. An
understanding of what can be achieved in this model is of particular inter-
est because it acts as a baseline for the general mixed model.
Consider first the change of deviance statistic
2D=D(:^R , s)&D(:^F , s)
where : is estimated by minimising
D(:, s)= :
n
i=1
\(( yi&x$i:)s)
with \: R  R, and s an estimate of the scale of the errors such as the
MAD based on a preliminary estimate of :. In the process of screening
covariates, there is usually no great interest in screening the intercept so we
will assume that H0 does not constrain the intercept. In this case, we may
write the intercept as the last component of : and then centre the
covariates so that n&1 ni=1 xi=$q=(0, ..., 0, 1)$. Then
9:=D(:, _):=&_&1 :
n
i=1
xi(( yi&x$i:)_)
and
2D(:, _): :$=&_&2 :
n
i=1
xix$i$(( yi&x$i:)_),
where (z)=\(z)z. We have with W=limn   n&1X$X that
G::=B::= lim
n  
n&1E(2 D(:): :$)=_&1E$(=1 _) W.
Straightforward expansion of the estimating equation yields that under
mild regularity conditions and H0 ,
n12(:^F&:^R)=[B&1:: &P
&1
:: ] _
&1n&12 :
n
i=1
[xi(=i _)
&_&2E=$(=) $q(s&_)]+op(1),
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where P&1:: =B
&1
:: &B
&1
:: H::(H$::B
&1
:: H::)
&1 H$::B&1:: . It follows that
T::=_&1 lim
n  
n&1 :
n
i=1
E[xi(=i _)&_&2E=$(=) $q(s&_)]
_[xi (=i _)&_&2E=$(=) $q(s&_)]$
=_&2E(=1 _)2 W
+$q$$q[_&6[E=$(=)]2 E(s&_)2&2_&4E=$(=) E[(=_)(s&_)]].
Clearly, when E=$(=)=0, B::=w&1T:: with w=[E$(=1 _)]&1 E(=1 _)2
and the change in deviance, 2w 2D, has asymptotically a /2s distribution
under H0 . The condition E=$(=)=0 holds for least squares when (x)=x
but generally only holds for anti-symmetric  when the distribution of = is
symmetric. However, it turns out that the result holds even without
requiring E=$(=)=0, provided H0 does not constraint the intercept. To see
this, note that C &1:: =(B
11
::)
&1=_&2E$(=1 _)(W 11)&1 and, letting $p=
W&1 $q and !(=_)=s&_,
B&1:: T::B
&1
:: =_
2[E$(=1 _)]&2 E(=1_)2 W&1
+[E$(=1 _)]&1 $p $$p
_[_&2[E=$(=)]2 E!(=_)2&2E=$(=) E(=_) !(=_)].
So
C &1:: [B
&1
:: T::B
&1
:: ]11=[E$(=1 _)]
&1 E(=1 _)2 Is
which means that the eigenvalues of the matrix C &1:: [B
&1
:: T::B
&1
:: ]11 are all
equal to w=[E$(=1 _)]&1 E2(=1 _) and the change in deviance, 2w 2D
has an asymptotically /2s distribution under H0 . This extends the results of
Schrader and McKean [33], Schrader and Hettmansperger [32] and
Ronchetti [30] by allowing for the fact that the scale is actually unknown
and has to be estimated without requiring the error distribution to be
symmetric.
It needs to be clearly appreciated that the change in deviance statistic
should be used in place of the log-likelihood ratio statistic when : and _2
are estimated simultaneously by any method which does not involve
optimising a single criterion function. The canonical example is provided
by the Huber M-estimator when the scale is estimated using Proposal 2
(Huber [15, p. 179]) or as the MAD. In contrast, if we have a single
criterion such as
*({)=*(:, _)=&n log (_)& :
n
i=1
\(( yi&x$i:)_)
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which is the log-likelihood when the error density is taken to be
_&1 exp [&\(e_)], where \: R  R, we can construct the log-likelihood
ratio statistic
2 log (LR)=2[*({^F)&*({^R)].
The asymptotic distribution of this statistic under H0 is also the w&1/2s
distribution with w=[E$(=1 _)]&1 E2(=1 _), provided we centre the
covariates and H0 does not constrain the intercept. However, as noted in
the previous section, the analysis of deviance procedure is robust if
(z)=\(z)z is bounded and _ is estimated robustly whereas the log-
likelihood ratio procedure requires z(z) to be bounded.
Finally, we note that the smoothness conditions on \ can be weakened.
Koenker and Bassett [21] examined the least absolute deviations estimator
and showed that it fits into this framework. As with least squares
methodology, the scale does not need to be estimated simultaneously.
5. The General Mixed Model
In this section we consider the general mixed model (1.1) where c>1. We
consider deviances based on the normal likelihood and normal restricted
likelihood before considering a class of general deviance statistics. It is
apparent that the normal-theory deviances are special cases of the more
general deviances, but we will treat them separately because of the wide
availability of REML estimates in computer packages, and because of the
uncertainties expressed in the past about how to use them for covariate
screening.
5.1. Normal Deviances
Recall that the normal likelihood may be written
*(:, %)=(&12) :
g
j=1
log |Vj |+( yj&Xj:)$ V &1j ( yj&Xj:).
A (scaled) change of deviance statistic may therefore be defined by
2 2D=2[*(:^F , % F)&*(:^R , % F)]
= :
g
j=1
( yj&Xj:^R)$ V &1Fj ( yj&Xj:^R)&( yj&Xj:^F)$ V
&1
Fj ( yj&Xj:^F),
(5.1)
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where V F is the estimator of V based on % F . This statistic has been inde-
pendently implemented and successfully used by Cullis (personal com-
munication); our theoretical results confirm the validity of his implementa-
tion. Furthermore, the log-likelihood ratio statistic of Genstat is equivalent
to the change of deviance statistic if the variance component estimates are
held fixed across different models. There are distinct computational advan-
tages in doing so, as the time-consuming variance component estimation is
done only once, and the fixed effects for many sub-models are then
estimated by the straightforward procedure of weighted least squares.
Welham (personal communication) has also shown that under normality
and using the quadratic form of 2 2D at (5.1), the change of deviance
statistic is equivalent to the Wald statistic.
Note that the corresponding (unscaled) deviance can be taken to be
D(:; % F)= :
g
j=1
( yj&Xj :)$ 7 &1j ( yj&Xj:),
where 7 is an estimator of _&2c V based on % F . We recover 2 2D if we take
the change of deviance and scale by _^2c so this definition generalises the
usual sum of squares criterion from the regression case. In conformity with
our previous notation, we may write
D(:, % F)= :
g
j=1
4j (:, % F),
where 4j ({)=(&12)( yj&Xj :)$ V &1j ( yj&Xj :), 1jg.
Suppose that % and hence V is found by maximising the restricted
normal likelihood *R(%) and :^ is the weighted least squares estimate of :
minimising D(:, % F). We find that
9:= :
g
j=1
X$jV &1Fj ( yj&Xj:),
(5.2)
B::=G::=n&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &10j Xj
and
[B:%]i=n&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &10j [ZiZ$i] j V
&1
0j E( yj&Xj :0)=0
since E( yj&Xj :0)=0. Because B:%=0, expansion of (5.2) under the full
and reduced models yields that
n12(:^F&:^R)=n&12Q:: H$:: B&1:: :
g
j=1
4j ({0):+op(1)
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where Q::=B&1:: H::(H$::B
&1
:: H::)
&1. It then follows that
T::=n&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &10j E(( yj&Xj :0)( yj&Xj:0)$) V
&1
0j Xj
=n&1 :
g
j=1
X$j V &10j Xj
since E(( yj&Xj :0)( yj&Xj:0)$)=V0j . We therefore have B::=G::=T::
and the asymptotic distribution of 2 2D reduces to /2s under H0 .
If we estimate the parameters by maximising the normal likelihood *({),
we obtain the same result for the change of deviance statistic. In this
case, the log-likelihood ratio 2 log (LR)=2[*({^F)&*({^R)] is also an
appropriate test statistic. In general 2 log (LR)tsi=1 wiUi , where wi
are the eigenvalues of [B11]&1 [B&1TB&1]11 because G=B. However,
[B&1TB&1]11=B11 because B::=T:: and B:%=0 so this matrix reduces
to Is and 2 log (LR)t/2s under H0 .
A simple procedure for calculating the normal change of deviance
statistic follows.
Step 1. For maximum likelihood estimates, estimate :F and %F by
solving (1.2)(1.3). For REML estimates, estimate :F and %F by solving
(1.4)(1.5).
Step 2. Fix % at % F and estimate :R by solving
:
g
j=1
X$RjV &1Fj ( yj&XRj :)=0
for :, which is equivalent to (1.5) at the reduced model. The matrix XRj
denotes the columns of Xj that relate to the elements of : not constrained
under H0 .
Step 3. Calculate the test statistic
2 2D= :
g
j=1
( yj&Xj:^R)$ V &1Fj ( yj&Xj :^R)&( yj&Xj:^F)$ V
&1
Fj ( yj&Xj:^F).
Step 4. The test statistic has an approximate /2s distribution, where
s is the number of parameters set to zero under H0 .
5.2. General Deviances
A convenient form for the change of deviance statistic is
2 2GD=2 _ :
g
j=1
\j (V &12Fj ( yj&Xj:^R))& :
g
j=1
\j (V &12Fj ( yj&Xj :^F))& (5.3)
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where [\j] are suitable non-negative functions. The canonical choice is
\j (zj)=(12) z$j zj , 1jg, but robustness considerations dictate other
choices such as \j (zj)=mji=1 \(zji), where \(x)=(12) x
2 for |x|<c and
=c |x|&(12) c2 otherwise is the usual Huber \ function, or \j (zj)=
log (1+z$j zj) derived from the Cauchy density etc.
Suppose that the parameters under the full model are estimated by maxi-
mising a robustified likelihood function of the form
*({)=& :
g
j=1
(12) log |Vj |+\j (zj),
where zj=V &12j ( yj&Xj:). These estimators satisfy the estimating equa-
tions
:
g
j=1
X$jV &12j j (zj)=0 (5.4)
and
:
g
j=1
[z$jV &12j [Zi Z$i]j V
&12
j j (zj)&tr[V
&1
j [Zi Z$i] j]]=0, 1ic,
where j (zj)=\j (zj)zj . To ensure consistency at the Gaussian model,
we can replace the last set of equations by
:
g
j=1
[z$j V &12j [Zi Z$i] j V
&12
j j (zj)
&tr[KjV &12j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
j ]]=0, 1ic, (5.5)
where Kj=Ej (ej) e$j and ej has a standard mj-variable Gaussian distribu-
tion. This is the robust likelihood of Huggins [16] and the Robust ML I
of Richardson and Welsh [29]. With z0j=V &120j ( yj&Xj:0), we note that
9:(:, % F)= :
g
j=1
9j:(:, % F)= :
g
j=1
X$j V &12Fj j (V
&12
Fj ( yj&Xj :)),
G::=B::=n&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &120j E($j (z0j)) V
&12
0j Xj , (5.6)
[B:%] i=(2n)&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &120j [E($j (z0j) V
&12
0j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
0j z0j)
+V &120j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
0j Ej (z0j)]
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and
[B%%] ik=n&1 :
g
j=1
E[(32) z$0jV &120j [ZiZ$i] j V
&1
0j [ZkZ$k] j V
&1
0j j (z0j)
+(12) z$0jV &120j [Zi Z$i]j V
&12
0j $j (z0j) V
&12
0j [ZkZ$k]j V
&12
0j z0j
+tr[Kj V &120j [ZiZ$i] j V
&1
0j [Zk Z$k] j V
&12
0j ]].
For fixed % as estimated under the full model, we estimate : under the
reduced model by solving the following system of equations:
0= :
g
j=1
X$jV &12j j (V
&12
j ( yj&Xj:))&nH::*
(5.7)
0=nH$:::.
Expanding (5.6)(5.7) we have that
n12(:^F&:^R)=Q::H$::B&1:: ’:+op(1)
where Q::=B&1:: H::(H$::B
&1
:: H::)
&1 and
’:=n&12 :
g
j=1
[B::B::X$jV &120j (z0j)&B:%B
%%,j (z0j)]
with the i th element of ,j (z0j) equal to
z$0jV &120j [ZiZ$i]j V
&12
0j j (z0j)&tr[KjV
&12
0j [ZiZ$i]j V
&12
0j ], 1ic.
Under mild regularity conditions, ’: is normally distributed with mean
zero and variance
T::=n&1 :
g
j=1
E’j:({0) ’j:({0)$.
Under H0 , 2 2GD has the same distribution as si=1 wiUi where Ui are
independent /21 random variables, 1is, and wi are the eigenvalues of
the matrix [B11::]
&1 [B&1:: T::B
&1
:: ]11 .
The log-likelihood ratio statistic can also be used in this situation. Under
H0 , this statistic has a si=1 wiUi distribution, where Ui are independent /
2
1
random variables, 1is, and wi are the eigenvalues of the matrix
[B11]&1 [B&1TB&1]11 . Here B and T are the partitioned matrices with
components B:: , B:% etc.
To avoid having to choose a redescending j: to achieve robustness, we
may estimate %0 using a generalisation of Huber’s Proposal 2, which is the
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Robust ML II of Richardson and Welsh [29]. Suppose that the estimators
are obtained by solving
0= :
g
j=1
X$jV &12j j (zj) (5.8)
0= :
g
j=1
[j (zj)$ V &12j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
j j (zj)
&tr[Kj V &12j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
j ]], 1ic, (5.9)
where Kj=Ej (ej) j (ej)$ and ej has a standard mj-variable Gaussian dis-
tribution. The change of deviance statistic has the same distribution as
before except that the i th element of ,j (z0j) is now equal to
j (z0j)$ V &120j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
0j j (z0j)&tr[Kj V
&12
0j [ZiZ$i] j V
&12
0j ], 1ic.
A simple procedure for applying the robust change of deviance statistic
concludes this section.
Step 1. Estimate :F and %F by solving (5.4)(5.5), or (5.8)(5.9).
Step 2. For fixed % F , estimated above, estimate :R by solving
:
g
j=1
X$RjV &12Fj j (V
&12
Fj ( yj&XRj:))=0
for :, which corresponds to (5.4) or (5.8) at the reduced model.
Step 3. Calculate the test statistic
2 2GD=2 _ :
g
j=1
\j (V &12Fj ( yj&Xj :^R))&\j (V
&12
Fj ( yj&Xj:^F))&.
Step 4. Obtain an estimate of the matrices F=( F:: F:%F%: F%%) and
G=( G:: G:%G%: G%%) . For example, F:: is estimated by
g&1 :
g
j=1
X$jV &12Fj j (z^Fj) j (z^Fj)$ V
&12
Fj Xj
where z^Fj=V &12Fj ( yj&Xj:^F).
Step 5. Calculate
T::=G:: G::F::G::G::+G::G::F:%G%%G%:+G:%G%%F%:G::G::
+G:%G%%F%%G%%G%: .
Step 6. Calculate wi , 1is, which are the eigenvalues of
[G11::]
&1 [G&1:: T::G
&1
:: ]11 .
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Step 7. The test statistic has the same distribution as si=1 wiUi ,
where Ui are independent /21 random variables, 1is.
6. Examples
The applicability of the theoretical results of Section 5 to small samples
was explored in a small simulation study involving a simple mixed model.
We studied both the normal and general versions of the change of deviance
statistic:
2 2D= :
g
j=1
( yj&Xj:^R)$ V &1Fj ( yj&Xj:^R)&( y&X:^F)$ V
&1
Fj ( yj&Xj:^F)
and
2 2GD=2 _ :
g
j=1
\j (V &12Fj ( yj&Xj:^R))& :
g
j=1
\j (V &12Fj ( yj&Xj :^F))&
applied at the 50 level and based on 200 trials. The parameters : and %
were estimated by four methods: maximum likelihood (the solution to
(1.2)(1.3)), REML combined with weighted least squares (the solution to
(1.4)(1.5)), and two robust versions of maximum likelihood (the solutions
to (5.4)(5.5) and (5.8)(5.9)). Other definitions of robust estimators of
variance components based on REML are dealt with in Richardson and
Welsh [29].
The model considered consisted of a linear regression for the fixed part
and a balanced one-way design (twenty groups, four observations each) for
the random part. The model may be written in matrix form as
14 ;1
y=(180 x) \:1:2++\ . . . +\ b ++=.14 ;20
The elements of the vector x were a single random sample of 80 from a
N(0, 1) distribution, and X was then orthogonalised so that X$X=80I2 .
The true values of the fixed effects were set at :1=1 and :2=0 or 1. The
null hypothesis was H0: :2=0, so both 2 2D and 2 2GDw come from a /21
distribution, where w is the weight calculated according to Section 2. We
then arranged for contamination in either or both of the random effect dis-
tributions. These were taken to be of the form (1&$) N(0, 1)+$N(0, 41)
with $=0 or 0.1, producing four possible patterns of contamination (0 : 0),
(0 : 0.1), (0.1 : 0) and (0.1 : 0.1), which correspond to uncontaminated data,
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contamination in the second component (the = distribution), contamination
in the firs component (the ; distribution) and contamination in both com-
ponents. The variance components for these distributions are 1 when $=0
and 5 when $=0.1. The procedures in Sections 5.1 and 5.2 were imple-
mented with a combination of Fortran subroutines and Splus functions.
The \ function used for the robust methods was Huber’s \ function
described in Section 5.2, with c=1.34 for location estimation and c=2.0
for scale estimation.
In Tables III, Type I is the observed Type I error and Power is the
observed power of the test. The figures in brackets are the number of valid
test statistics in each cell, out of a possible 200. The invalid cases under
Robust ML II arose when the algorithm failed to converge when fitting the
full model to data generated from the reduced model. This problem was
evenly spread over all patterns of contamination. This means that under
Robust ML II, non-convergence in a particular data set could be inter-
preted as a problem with the specification of the fixed part of the model,
rather than a problem with contamination in any part of the data. One
way to deal with this non-convergence would be to fit the reduced model
first and let the test statistic be
2 _ :
g
j=1
\(V &12Rj ( yj&Xj:^R))& :
g
j=1
\(V &12Rj ( yj&Xj :^F))&.
We found that in all but two cases, the initial calculation of :^R and % R
converged, but then the calculation of :^F sometimes failed to converge.
Under Robust ML I, the invalid cases were made up partly of the non-con-
vergence problem already described for Robust ML II, and partly of cases
where the calculated weight was negative. To deal with the latter problem
we substituted the true values of the parameters into the calculations,
which always produced positive weights. However this procedure is not
available when dealing with non-simulated data. The combination of a
Proposal I robust method and a monotone  function may also be con-
tributing to the bad behaviour of Robust ML I in certain cases.
Table I shows that maximum likelihood and REML perform in a similar
way. When the error distribution is contaminated, the observed Type I
error exceeds the nominal value of 50, and the power drops below one.
When the error distribution is not contaminated, the observed Type I error
is less than 50 and the power equals one. In Table II, we see that Robust
ML I performs rather poorly. While the observed Type I error is always
much smaller than the nominal value of 50, the power drops as low as
800. On the other hand, Robust ML II performs very well, with Type I
error closer to the nominal value than maximum likelihood or REML, and
power close to or equal to one across all patterns of contamination.
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TABLE I
Summary Statistics for 22D
0: 0 0: 0.1 0.1: 0 0.1: 0.1
ML
H0 true Type I 0.030 (200) 0.090 (200) 0.030 (200) 0.100 (200)
:2=1 1&; 1.000 (200) 0.930 (200) 1.000 (200) 0.920 (200)
REML
H0 true Type I 0.030 (200) 0.085 (200) 0.030 (200) 0.100 (200)
:2=1 1&; 1.000 (200) 0.930 (200) 1.000 (200) 0.920 (200)
Q&Q plots of the valid values of the test statistics under the null
hypothesis against the quantiles of a /21 distribution are shown in Fig. 1.
The y-axes have been fixed in each row. Under Robust ML I (row 3), one
very large test statistic dominates one plot to such an extent that any other
feature of the plots in that row are hidden. Otherwise, the bulk of the test
statistics follow a /21 distribution. In fact, it appears that while Type I error
and power are quite sensitive to contamination, the overall distribution of
the test statistic is not as sensitive.
Continuing the exploration of the properties of 2 2D and 2 2GD, we
considered an example involving real data. Fellner [6] describes an experi-
ment exploring sources of variation in the measurements of the properties
of 18 lots of one metallic oxide, and 13 lots of another. Two samples were
drawn from each lot and each sample was analysed twice by each of two
chemists. Metal content minus 800 by weight was recorded in each case
and no observations were missed, resulting in a balanced experiment with
248 observations. We tested the hypothesis that there was no difference in
metal content between the two oxides. This hypothesis has one degree of
freedom and so the distribution of 2 2D and 2 2GD is simply a multiple of
a /21 distribution. The change of deviance test statistics appear in Table III.
TABLE II
Summary Statistics for 22GDw
0: 0 0: 0.1 0.1: 0 0.1: 0.1
Robust ML I
H0 true Type I 0.306 (193) 0.063 (190) 0.396 (197) 0.125 (184)
:2=1 1&; 0.904 (197) 0.807 (192) 0.990 (200) 0.824 (188)
Robust ML II
H0 true Type I 0.046 (196) 0.057 (192) 0.036 (196) 0.082 (195)
:2=1 1&; 1.000 (200) 0.995 (200) 1.000 (200) 0.995 (200)
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Fig. 1. Test statistics for H0 true against /21 quantiles.
TABLE III
Metallic Oxide Data Test Statistics
Estimator 22D or 22GD Approx. distribution p-Value
ML 7.9078 /21 0.0049
REML 7.3977 /21 0.0065
Robust ML I 6.7094 2.6370/21 0.1109
Robust ML II 7.7221 4.5781/21 0.1940
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Examination of the data shows that there are several lots of oxide type 2
that have a much lower metal content than the rest. This is reflected in the
test statistics and associated p-values. The tests show a significant difference
in the means when no account is taken of the outliers, but there is no
significant difference in the means when the outlying observations are
pulled towards the bulk of the data.
In conclusion, Robust ML II appears to be the best choice of estimator,
across a variety of patterns of contamination. It attains a Type I error close
to the nominal value, its power is close to one and the associated test
statistic follows a /2 distribution. Furthermore, any non-convergence can
be explained in a useful way.
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